About Riva del Garda

Riva del Garda lies on the northern bank of Lake Garda, in the area called Garda Trentino; town with a double soul, the lake and the mountains, is renowned for its ancient traditional hospitality; the vast and sunny beaches are bordered by sheer rocks and Mediterranean vegetation with olive and lemon groves, palms and bay trees. Here ends the major and most enchanting lake in Italy, which opens up to the Brenta Dolomites. Light, air, climate, vegetation, morphology: all contribute in making Garda Trentino a special place. Riva possesses a particular landscape and environment which have made it, since the second half of the 19th century, an international tourist destination for the Middle-European elite.

A peaceful and pleasant town, with plenty of attraction and the opportunity of enjoying different experiences. Close to the main art cities of the north of Italy but also to a plenty of enchanting location for post congress tours: the castle of the region Trentino, the renowned wineyards, the Dolomites and the lake by boat.